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LEGAL ATTACHE ROBERT W. ^CHERRE$£&AS 

Wz'y^x 
JROBERTO ALFREDO BASSAGAISTEGUY ECHEVARRIA r^jQ W 
REQUEST FORNIV^SlEERATION “ 

Attached are copies of two memoranda prepared by my 
office bapttoned "COLLECTION OF INFORMATION BY ERP REGARDING 
MILGROUP," dated 8/3/76 and 8/5/76, respectively. 

Also attached is Argentine Passport #7.014.518 belong¬ 
ing to captioned individual and a completed application for’ an 
NIV, with two current photographs attached. 

BASSAGAISTEGUY had been employed on a contract basis 
at the University of Puerto Rico (UPR), Mayaguez, Puerto Rico, 
from 1971 until 1975 and had been issued J-l visas. During his 
residence in Puerto Rico, BASSAGAISTEGUY purchased an apartment 
and an automobile which he has not yet sold, since he anticipated 
returning to Puerto Rico for another year. However, BASSAGAISTEGUY*s 
contract was not renewed. BASSAGAISTEGUY therefore applied for 
an NIV to return briefly to Puerto Rico in order to liquidate his 
assets, but was denied the visa. BASSAGAISTEGUY freely admits that 
he enjoyed living in Puerto Rico and would like to again reside 
there; however, he realizes that this would not be possible with an 
NIV visa. BASSAGAISTEGUY emphasizes that he only desires to travel 
to Puerto Rico for a brief period to settle his affairs and assures 
he will return to Argentina. 

BASSAGAISTEGUY and his family are lifetime personal 
friends of aj£ranking officer of the Argentine Army Intelligence 
Service (SIE), who is the source of intelligence in the attached 
memorandAjbf my office concerning ERP information collection C 
against the MILGROUP and the targeting of a MILGROUP member fof^~ J 
assassination. I have known this SIE officer for the past six 
years and he is a trusted friend and an invaluable reliable source. 
He requested any possible assistance on BASSAGAISTEGUY*s behalf 
in allowing the latter to travel to Puerto Rico in order to settle 
his personal business. I explained to the SIE official that an 
NIV had been denied to BASSAGAISTEGUY,. because it appeared possibl^^^ 
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ROBERTO ALFREDO BA SSAGAISTEGUY ECHEVARRIA 
REQUEST FOR NIV CONSIDERATION_ 

that BASSAGAISTEGUY might at tempf^Jbq' illegally remain in Puerto 
Rico and work. The SIE official offered his personal guarantee 
that BASSAGAISTEGUY would return to Argentina after a brief 
reasonable period to handle his personal business in the United 
States. The SIE official noted that he understood the concern 
of the U. S. Government with the numerous aliens in the United 
States, working illegally, but stated that BASSAGAISTEGUY would 
not violate the U. S. Government's trust, should he be allowed to 
visit the United States to put his personal affairs in order. 
The SIE official requested that the Embassy reconsider the 
denial of an NIV to BASSAGAISTEGUY. ggS U'i 

After speaking at length with BASSAGAISTEGUY and 
the SIE official, I am personally convinced that BASSAGAISTEGUY's 
motive for desiring to visit Puerto Rico is as stated - to liquidate 
his remaining assets there - and that he would not violate the 
terms of an NIV. Any reconsideration in granting BASSAGAISTEGUY 
an NIV would be appreciated by my office 



THE AMBASSADOR 
VIA THE ACTItlG DCM 

ROBERT 17. SCEBRREH, LEGAL ATTACHE 

ERR 

On 9/16/76, a confidential source who has provided 
reliable information in the past reported the following 
information with regard to data, appearing in the Buenos Aires 
news media with regard to a raid conducted by security forces 
at an apartment located in the 400 block of Avenlda Forest in 
Chacarita, Federal Capital: 

Officers of the Federal Police of Argentina (FPA), 
Department of Federal Security, working with elements of SIDE 
acting on Information obtained from ERP documents, raided 
an ERP safehouee on 9/14/76 at the above-described location. 
As a result of the raid, two ERP members were killed and three 
prisoners taken, one a female in her last month of pregnancy. 
The successor to slain ERP leader MARIO ROBERTO SANTUCno, who 
was identified only by his ERP code name, "PAHCHO®, managed to 
escape by climbing down from the sixth floor where the ERP 
safehouse was located to the street by utilizing the exterior 
balconies of the building. The pregnant 'female ESP member also 
was utilizing this escape route when she was detected; however; 
she was apprehended in the street. 

The foregoing information should not be discussed 
with any foreign officials, including those'of the Arcreatine 
Government. 
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i On 9/17/76 ®a<l 9/2S/76, a ceofldeutiai score© who 
has provided reliable information in the oast, provided the 
followingr 

information vas received on 9/14/7€ fey one ©f hh© 
Argentine Araed Forces Intelligence Services indicating that 
an iadivideal under detention in Bolivia had. disclosed, the 
possibility of synesronised hostile terrorist, action feeing tafeen 
against the ©. S. f^feassies in Suenas Aires, Argentina, 
Honfcevl&uo, Uruguay and Santiago, Chile* The. information provided 
fey the individual under detention in Bolivia did not specify fcfea 
identity of the terrorist group ©r group® that planned to take, 
this, action. The information was passed to the Argentine Military 
Intelligence Service in question fey the Bolivians wifehths request 
that any information available bo provided to the Bolivians to 
assist in their interrogation of the individual under detention.£JS4 

The receiving Argontine Military Intelligence Service, 
after canvassing the other Argentine Military Intelligence 
Services, as veil as appropriate Federal and Provincial Foils® 
Intelligence Services, war® enable fee develop any iaforsaation 
indicating that itmirosnt syncroniaed hostile terrorist action 
against the U. 5. Ssfe&ssies 1st Hontsvideo, Bseaoe Aires and 
Santiago was currently being planned by Argentine terrorists. 
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tIm* asai&sgador, La Pas, Bolivia 
The Asifeassador, Montevideo, 
The Ambassador, Santiago, Chile 
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?he receiving Argentine fUst©lligenca Service 
rated above information as ©rlfieatf,h|r from © source whoso 
reliability bad not bee© established'waowfco obviously was 
bairn? pressured undor severe interrogation fey the Bolivian®. 
The receiving Argentine Military intelligence service, in 
evaluating the information, rated it as highly improbable, 
specifically with regard i© syncrsninsd terrorist attacks 
against o. s. diplomatic establishments in strugeay, Argentina 
a ad Chile. ^ 

Tfea foregoing information should not fee discussed 
with' any foreign officials? including those of the Argentina, 
Bolivian? Chilean or; arageayAa Covornseent®. 
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THE AMBASSADOR* BUENOS AIRES 9/21/76 

'SiaiSV. 

LEGAL ATTACHE ROBERT W. SCHERSER, BUENOS AIRES 

UNDOCUMENTED THREAT AGAINST UNITED STATES DIPLOMATIC 
ESTABLISHMENTS IN ARGENTINA, CHILE- AND URUGUAY 

'■ j cv cr> o - ’ ^ 

Reference my memo 9/20/76. 

On 9/21/76* a confidential source, who has 
provided reliable information in the past, provided, the 
following information! 

Supplemental information received from 
Bolivia by one of the Argentine armed forces intelligence 
services indicates that the plan to carry out synchronized 
hostile terrorist acts against U, S. diplomatic establish¬ 
ments in Buenos Aires, Argentina, Montevideo, Uruguay, 
and Santiago, Chile, is to be implemented by the pertinent 
groups in these countries belonging to the Junta Coprdinadora 
Revolucionaria (JCR). The JCR has assigned the code word 
"Operation Jasmin" to this project and from all available 
information provided to the Argentine armed forces intelligence 
service, the plan to carry out "Operation Jasmin" is definitely 
going forward and the source of the information under detention 

/ in Bolivia has provided accurate information concerning other 
/ activities of the JCR. Apparently information provided to one 

of the Argentine armed forces intelligence services from 
Bolivia indicates that the original source’s information has 

£ been corroborated by two other individuals in a conversation 
which apparently was subject to electronics surveillance. 

^ The information contains no specifics but only indicates that 
"Operation Jasmin" will be implemented.^^ :yj) 

The foregoing information should not be discussed 
£ with any foreign officials including those of the Argentine, 

Bolivian, Chilean or Uruguayan Governments. 
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Dear Mp *5 Beckett:- *• • • 

’tois- will to our Conversation, regarding lf.ih p* tempt. .At the ' ' • 
■ -. hone o# ^ngi. Ji'rr-2 , Taquet, Manufacturing and,?lent Engineering ■ . . 

EtaSf ’Unager , located at Jorge Mewl or / 1321, Huriintb-ai.••' . 

‘ i>otether !s. at «St35 Hours .a rad '’b^tfrolet- Pick*tin passed' hv■' 
rre beted and ai-cut ‘UK* shots were fired‘with a FAL machine-gun', 

.4 *'•»!<* i4o«5; wot -sV«o thrown and it Went in .through the kitchen . ; ,;A'!j 
, . vintiow. .,iTijp pick-uti stopoed before .the .house starags yitj-ijCh-'allowed^;: •'.i 

• the gstmyds •tc fire-back from the back of house .wit-h an I T:AC;A’ ■;•. ■ .'] 
,,<Srachifte -^un• '-‘hen the guards repealed- the 'at'ta.ek; the J>.tCk*-up'•; •*,- ■ ! t.-; h}~ S 

’ drover«|f4y- and threw pamphlets, pne of whifch is enclosed.. \,/ ‘■ 

The ffopt, of- thehoise suffered- ’important' damages 'but' there.'Were‘no 4 
' -,e'asualtletei -The'kitchen faces the'street:'ani. ifltas .a big* window;. j 

'The': maj'ibrlity. -of the shots' wore fired, there, -afjcl 'if. anyesnd hg43t>.een ...„, -;.1# ',j tV ■ « || ■ %s' ~ • ■ ■ • •'■ 
■ inaidfe he would, .have beep killed..-., 

f « . * 
-. f ■" * - » • ' 

"■ Qn' Mardi i'26, 19.7.6' a s&ilaf!-attack- took place' ait "WhidK--fh’e guardSi . " '. 
■; in.' -chirge]' of"'th^ GUstody of th.e• houseWere, 'kiiled ,; ' ’. ; . \ ?.*•'.•• 
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THE AMBASSADOR, BUENOS- AIRES 9/22/76 

LEGAL ATTACHE ROBERT W. SCHERRER, BUENOS AIRES 

y 
X ^.v 

UNDOCUMENTED THREAT AGAINST UNITED STATES DIPLOMATIC 4- 0' 
ESTABLISHMENTS IN ARGENTINA, CHILE AND URUGUAY ^ /JZ- 

* 

Reference my memoranda 9/20 and 9/21/76. ^ 

^ During the evening of 9/21/76, a source, who ha; 
3: furnished reliable information in the past, advised as follow; 

It is noted that the source is a senior rank^ _ 
officer of one of the Argentine military intelligence services■ 

There has been considerable confusion in Argentine 
military intelligence circles with regard to information received 
from Bolivia related to ’’Operation Jasmin.” Source in Bolivia 
originally provided information, which indicated that ’’Operation 
Jasmin" involved coordinated simultaneous attacks by the various 
components of the Junta Coordinadora Revolucionaria (JCR) and the 
Montoneros in Argentina. The information provided by the source 
in Bolivia, who had in the past furnished reliable information 
that had been corroborated through other sources,' indicated that 
the purpose of "Operation Jasmin" was to create havoc in Argentina 
in order to disrupt and discredit the Argentine Government inter¬ 
nationally with specific emphasis on neighboring Uruguay and Chile. 
The source advised that to his knowledge components of the JCR and 
Montoneros would utilize stolen Argentine, Chilean and Uruguayan 
military uniforms to create incidents at the respective borders 
of these countries and possibly at the Paraguayan-Argentine border. 
Also the source advised that "other actions" would be carried out 
by the JCR and Montoneros in Argentina to further the objectives 
of "Operation Jasmin." The foregoing is the hard information 
provided by the source in Bolivia.f 

When asked to elaborate on "other actions" to be 
carried out in Argentina by the JCR and the Montoneros, the source 
in Bolivia indicated he believed that logical targets in Argentina 
would be foreign business interests and embassies, specifically 
those pertaining to the United States. The source also added that 
similar attacks against foreign interests might be carried out in 
Uruguay and Chile..^JLt.Jfe&cemphasized that the source at no tiraefX/ 
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UNDOCUMENTED THREAT AGAINST UNITED STATES DIPLOMATIC 
ESTABLISHMENTS IN ARGENTINA, CHILE AND URUGUAY 

furnished any information fro* teis personal knowledge of "Operation 
Jasmin" indicating that the United "States business and diplomatic 
establishments in Argentina, Chile or Uruguay had been specifically 
targeted in connection with "Operation Jasmin,M (%Q ‘JJ ) 

Because the source of this information is ttDt directly 
available to Argentine military intelligence services, he obviously 
cannot be properly debriefed according to Argentine military 
intelligence standards. There is a great distinction between the 
hard information provided by the source in Bolivia and information 
provided by him, which basically is nothing more thanhis personal 
evaluation of events concerning "Operation Jasmin, 

The information provided by the source in Bolivia concern¬ 
ing "Operation Jasmin" has been passed to all components of the 
Argentine military intelligence services, as well as the Federal 
Police.of Argentina and Provincial Police Departments* These ser¬ 
vices in turn have provided their own evaluation of the data 
related to "Operation Jasmin," which may further create confusion 
with regard to the actual information provided by the source in 
Bolivia. ($4 fJ 

The source in Bolivia has previously furnished information 
which has been received by several of the Argentine military 
intelligence services, which as noted previously has been found to 
be generally accurate and has been corroborated* This particular 
source has been assigned a rating of "B,r by the intelligence 
service to which the source belongs. The rating of a source as 
"B" indicates that he is generally reliable and has previously 
furnished reliable information. The information concerning "Opera¬ 
tion Jasmin" as provided by the source in Bolivia has not been 
assigned a numerical evaluation by the intelligence service 
of the reporting source, since it is too nebulous and has not 
been corroborated through any other available sources in Argentina 
to data, (D) 
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